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● TRANSLATIONS - interpreters not available at this session, but translated 
materials are available

● CHANGE YOUR NAME - Please change your name on Zoom to include the 
region you’re from (Africa, Arab World, Europe, EECCA, LAC, North America, 
Pacific, South Asia, SE Asia) example: Mickey Eva - SE Asia

● RECORDING - The first half of the session will be recorded and shared 
afterwards, the recording will stop just before the interactive session to allow for 
free discussion

● QUESTIONS - please note your questions in the chatbox and we’ll address them 
at the end of all presentations just before the interactive session

Reminders:



Introductions and Training Overview
Francois Rogers, Head of Communications



OBJECTIVE

To enhance the communications skills of people working in 3rd sector organisations to 
take advantage of digitisation to support advocacy.

Brief Overview of the Workshop



Brief Overview of the Workshop

When completed, you will be able to:

1. Develop an effective communications approach and strategy
2. Develop a communications toolkit to support advocacy
3. Develop narratives on Renewable Energy that works in different regions
4. Effectively and rapidly respond to events



Brief Overview of the Workshop

AGENDA

1. Narratives and storytelling - Hala
2. Digital and social media - Mickey
3. Media relations and press - Dharini
4. Interactive session
5. Evaluation 



Narratives and Story-telling
Hala Kilani, Senior Communications Officer



A spoken or written account of connected events; a story

”The one that tells the story rules the World.” Proverb of the Hopi-Indians

We use narrative templates to improve the strategic and organisational value of our communications 
and align our various communication efforts - narrative intelligence: the ability to move people and 
ideas towards a shared future.

Example of narrative structure:

- Stasis - dilemma - rising state of jeopardy - context - the larger problem we want to solve 

- Quest for resolution - surprise and further complications

- Crisis of greatest magnitude - critical choice  - climax

- The last stand – reversal & resolution

Definition and Rationale



Stasis - Dilemma: Scientists overwhelmingly agree that the world is facing catastrophic climate change. Anyone who looks can see this issue - 
which exacerbates inequality, preys hardest on the vulnerable, threatens  our livelihoods, destroys our natural world, and gambles on the 
welfare of future generations. The earth faces a ‘point of no return’ beyond which our natural systems are unpredictable. The majority of 
experts agree that we must try limit warming to 1.5C and stave off this tipping point.

Rising state of jeopardy – quest for resolution: Those leading the transition are driven by the stark reality of climate change and by the 
opportunities that open up when we tackle it. Experts across sectors say that innovative solutions are good investments, deliver decent jobs, 
improve public health, and create new business. The urgency of tapping into these opportunities is highlighted by people and nature who are 
already suffering from extremes such as droughts, storms and floods. Entire nations face the irreversible loss of their land and their identity, as 
small island states vanish completely and vulnerable communities go hungry and homeless. Scientists project that climate change will spin out 
of control if we don't take more action faster.

Surprise and setback – further complications: As the science and the business case for doing things differently are overwhelmingly clear, 
people are losing faith in the broken system that is failing to run our societies effectively. The great transition has begun and is gaining 
traction, but it's an uphill battle due to fierce opposition. Many governments are out of touch with their citizens, misguided by short-termism 
and paralyzed by corporate capture. The flagging fossil fuels industry is making desperate moves to hamper an inevitable transformation of 
the energy sector, using its remaining influence to promote false solutions and outdated business models. Government leaders driven by 
narrow self-interests don't understand the risks associated with their failure to act urgently, and don't see action for a safe climate as a path 
towards security, poverty eradication and sustainable energy for all.Crisis of greatest magnitude – climax: If we don't break the political impasse quickly, solutions could come too late for many at risk now. 
Those driving the great transition have seen massive change in the world before, witnessing previous generations overcoming seemingly 
impossible odds to remove the biggest injustices. They know a better world is within reach and the time for change is now, and they know it's 
their generation's task to turn the tide on climate change. That is why people are increasingly taking things into their own hands now - by 
installing renewable energy sources, building more resilient and prosperous communities, developing new and sustainable business models, 
and taking their money out of banks which support dirty energy projects.The last stand – critical choice – reversal - resolution: There is a moment when you realize that you are part of the next revolution, and you 
feel empowered because all the momentum is on your side. It's the year 2015, and the moment is now. People know they are many, strong 
enough to break the stranglehold of the opposition, and to build the power necessary to tell our elected leaders what needs to be done. 
Standing at a crossroads, humanity realizes that we can live in a world that is created by us, not for us. There is an opportunity to make this 
world a genuinely fairer place for everyone. It's hard, it's difficult, but we are all coming together in this dream. Governments start listening, 
and help shaping the dream at a series of global summits. Faced with the choice to end on the right or wrong side of history, even some of 
those who feared the transition the most are becoming brave enough to join the solution and drive it. We have everyone now, we are 
changing everything.



● Clear: free of jargon and relevant
● Concise: less is more control
● Consistent: repeat the message, the tenth time you say it maybe the first time for new audience
● Appeal to emotions/humanize, create empathy: When you start with data, your story is dead on 

arrival. Focus less on data and more on intention. Audiences have no context or empathy for the 
message. A narrative is as real as people´s relationship to it

● Deepen authenticity and rapport: personal stories

●  Communicating the connections between renewable energy and broader concerns, like energy 
sovereignty, health and clean air, social justice, jobs… will result in a fundamental shift in how 
people think about energy.

Do´s and Don´ts 



● Identify the problem - Why
● Identify the solution - What
● Identify the evidence - What
● Identify the messenger - Who
● Identify the audience - Who

Guide to narrative building 



      Why/The problem + What / Solution  Audience

   Messenger

If we don't break the political impasse quickly, solutions could come too late for many at risk now. Those driving 
the great transition have seen massive change in the world before, witnessing previous generations overcoming 
seemingly impossible odds to remove the biggest injustices. They know a better world is within reach and the 

time for change is now, and they know it's their generation's task to turn the tide on climate change. That is why 
people are increasingly taking things into their own hands now - by installing renewable energy sources, building 
more resilient and prosperous communities, developing new and sustainable business models, and taking their 

money out of banks which support dirty energy projects.

Grassroots community 
groups
NGO’s
Faith groups
Aid/Development Groups
Social Justice voices
Youth
Businesses
PR agencies

Urgency
System change not climate change 
Anti-financialisation
Future perspectives
Emotional engagement
Faith, hope, belief
Rising public expectation (youth)
People power, democracy, mandate
Dirty divestment/clean investment
Clean energy support (eg. FITs)
Increased efficiency/waste reduction

Media
Governments & Regulators
Investors



Digital & Social Media
Mickey Eva, Communications Officer - Digital & Social Media



Digital campaigning and social media: the 
virtual political battlefield



















Over 70% of our content online 
during events like COP are viewed 

through mobile devices

Mobile-first strategy



Social media campaign

Part of a communications strategy that defines the tactics used to win in an advocacy 
through digital means. It should include:

Why - Goal or objective of the campaign, what does a campaign win look like?

Who - the target audience: demographics of decision makers, amplifiers, influencers, etc.

What - key messages and content creation

When - scheduling of posts, best time in the day, best day in the week, timezones

How - most effective medium to “move the needle” of decision makers and critical mass

Analytics - quantitative and qualitative evaluation of what worked and what didn’t for a 
better campaign in the future 



Engagement: Three-pronged strategy

The “storyline” of a specific issue (i.e. jobs in RE, health impacts 
of dirty fossil fuels, etc.) from the different angles (i.e. workers, 
industry, stakeholders)  to create  public pressure

Specific policy or political demands (i.e. 100%RE, net zero, 
or EU policy on ‘at least 55% net emission reductions by 
2030’ targeted at decision-making

Raising awareness, promoting media and organisations’ 
reports on i.e. benefits of RE, general content  to influence 
sentiment



Engagement: Three-pronged strategy



Social media campaign: how (tools and tactics)

Example: See the  #WorldWeWant communications pack here

Free / very cheap:
- All social networking sites (organic)
- Google Suite (docs, slides, sheets, drive, 

analytics)
- Canva (graphic design and layout)
- Meme generator apps/sites
- Mailchimp (constituent relationship 

management/CRM system)

Paid
- Social media advertising
- Hootsuite or others (SproutSocial, Buffer, 

SocialPilot, etc.)
- Adobe suite (illustrator, photoshop, 

premiere pro - graphics and videos)
- Artwork and music (drawing tablets, 

software, freelance artist, or agency etc.)
- Campaign action CRM (New/Mode, 

ActionNetwork, ActionKit)
- Trello, Monday.com, other PM tools

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1AtlPo0v7PEJG9fLHsC3rYByFpEmpcKsFpdAQjdR4uQM/edit




Social media campaign: when





Social media analytics

Quantitative and qualitative evaluation 
of what worked and what didn’t for a 
better campaign in the future

● Hootsuite and other social media 
tools/publisher

● Twitter analytics, Instagram 
Insights, Facebook Insights, 
Youtube analytics 

Get a copy of this template 

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1ELf1rVYfoxZyVIZhxISevK_RI01vYxyGIftIj567S-0/edit?usp=sharing


Social media analytics example: Twitter COP25

Dec 4
ECO Twitter Storm
29 Tweets
138k impressions
1.4k engagements

Dec 11
Plenary Action and 
De-badging
37 Tweets
154k impressions
2k engagements

Dec 13
Action over 
disappointing 
COP
23 Tweets
686k impressions
3.1k engagements

Tweets earned 2.7M 
impressions over this 
28 day period

Regular outreaches
ECO, Fossil of the Day & 
negotiations updates
Sustained an audience of 50k per 
day, 5x the average daily reach



Media Outreach
Dharini PARTHASARATHY, Senior Communications Officer



Media relations in a communications strategy  

● Media outreach: why and how 
● Planning & doing an online 

press briefing 
● Drafting, pitching and placing an 

opinion piece to influence a 
debate / add to a discussion

● Compelling press releases and 
quotes to get your message 
‘heard’.



Media outreach - why and how 

● Mainstream media - print, broadcast and new media - 
still dominant in many parts of the world  

● Reputation, credibility and legacy of many mainstream 
national, regional and international outlets remains 
unmatched in this time of ‘fake news’

● Opportunity to have your message / frame reach a large 
and varied audience depending on the slant of the 
media outlet

● Mainstream media often packages content both as print 
and visual media to reach in different formats 

● Systematic and strategic use of media can help create a 
‘dominant narrative’ define a specific frame : eg: pro- 
renewables = energy security

● Media hits as a key outcome to show your work is 
making impact to donors, funders, members etc 



Planning & executing an online press briefing 
● One of the most effective uses of virtual 

tools to reach media across the world 
● Conceptualise a central message and 

theme or frame 
● Identify speakers: ideally a mix of new and 

and more seasoned speakers 
● Draft talking points that build on a theme 

and keep the messaging on focus
● Prep call with the speakers to review 

messages and speaking order 
● Invite media and share reminders 
● Host the press briefing with brief 

interventions from each speaker and 
enough time for Q&A

● Live-tweet quotes and soundbites  
● Press release and recording after the 

briefing for those unable to attend.

Read about CAN training for media 
spokespersons here 

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1zpQj9HNda7HBmH8MGUvF9mtqRQpapQEgkRuZsH_I6rs/edit#slide=id.g613cde30d6_0_12
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1zpQj9HNda7HBmH8MGUvF9mtqRQpapQEgkRuZsH_I6rs/edit#slide=id.g613cde30d6_0_12


Drafting, pitching & placing an op-ed 

  ● Placing an opinion piece is an important way to have a 
message communicated in a mainstream media outlet and to 
also generates discussion online and beyond. 

●
Keep in mind  specific news and issues that could make for 
good commentary and that can be timed with the news cycle.

●
Draft the op-ed in consultation with the author/s and keep the 
focus on the main asks and points. Decide the frame of the 
piece and the tone. Eg: dropping costs of solar in emerging 
economies

● Pitch a blurb or summary to different media outlets based on 
preference of which audiences to reach and  well in advance of 
the time of publication. 

● Opinion pieces co-authored by different people across 
organisations or a network can be a powerful way to show 
alignment on thinking 

● Placing an opinion piece could take time, effort and repeated 
follow up 



Case Study: Rapid Response Mechanism



Case Study: Rapid Response Mechanism



Case Study: Rapid Response Mechanism



Questions & Answers
If there are no questions, we’ll do a Mentimeter







Mentimeter question 

• What would be the most effective media strategy for your project / 
country / region 

- Online press Briefings 

- Opinion Pieces

- Press Releases   



INTERACTIVE SESSION
Breakout group brainstorming &

Report back and feedback



Breakout group assignment

Room Group Support

Main session LAC (ES) ~26 Francois

Room 1 LAC (PT) ~21 Mickey

Room 2 Pacific (20) WFC

Room 3 CANSA (11) Anna A

Room 4 CANSEA (11) Dharini

Room 5 Africa & Arab World  (13) Hala

Room 6 Europe & EECCA (23) Anna S

*N. America participants (3) may join any of the rooms



Breakout group brainstorming (30 minutes)

1. Volunteer or assign: a facilitator, a notetaker, and a presenter

2. Draft a comms plan or toolkit for a regional political moment or campaign
Examples: UNFCCC Climate Weeks (Africa in September 2021; Middle East and North Africa in March 2022, 
Asia-Pacific and LAC Climate Weeks in 2022); renewable energy, ambition and NDCs; fossil fuels; climate finance

3. The plan should answer the guide questions:

● Who/where is your target audience? When can you make your intervention? 
● What story or narrative would you like to tell? What is your call to action?
● How are you going to win the advocacy? What comms and digital tools and 

channels will you use - how can you be effective?
4. Use this Jamboard (digital whiteboard) for your brainstorming and notes: 

https://jamboard.google.com/d/1IrvCkvnc52Mpifc12rJMon5DGes95Klrzaq-KXxUAxA/edit?usp=sharing

https://jamboard.google.com/d/1IrvCkvnc52Mpifc12rJMon5DGes95Klrzaq-KXxUAxA/edit?usp=sharing


Group 1: Arab World/ Africa
Facilitator: Gabriel 
Notetaker: Hala 
Presenter: 

Notes:
●  
●  Make the subject more tangible - link climate justice with more personal aspects - health/daily life etc
●  Make it more personal 
● Target audience: The eyes and ears of decision makers to make the change, CSOs, governments, local 

businesses and industrialists, we shouldnt let corporates get away with pollution
●  Communities highlighting the way forward to take action with them
●  The When is September 2021 for Africa Milddle East and North Africa in March 2022, we keep 

momentum going
● Where social media, a lot of mobilizations online
●  What the need to push forward with press releases, door to door with schools and businesses
●  
●  
●  
●  







Group 2: LAC (ES)
Facilitator: 
Notetaker: Javiera 
Presenter: 

Why? Who? When? Where? What? How?

To defend people 
and vulnerable 
communities (first 
line in front of 
climate change)
Escazú Agreement 
has already been 
ratificated but we 
need different 
actors to help 
implement it, and 
activism in 
countries where it 
has not been 
ratificated.

Political leaders.
Digital influencers; 
(as a tool for 
spreading the 
message) and civil 
society.

During pre and 
political elections 
in the different 
countries. 

Online - but 
focusing on 
regional 
organization. 

Content, social 
media assets, 
published 
materials, other 
communication 
tools

Most effective 
ways to influence, 
tactics, measuring 
success





Group 3: LAC (PT)
Facilitator: 
Notetaker: 
Presenter: Silvia 

Notes:
● We need to talk about environmental issues in a global context 
● Very hard to talk about the issue in Brazil - no space with Bolsanaro in power especially on social media
●  
●  
●  
●  
●  
●  
●  
● Comment: By connecting among each other (among environmental NGOs), learning from each other as 

well as working together and aligning communication broader audiences can be reached and  



Group 4: CANSA/CANSEA
Facilitator: Sharon
Notetaker: Jo
Presenter: Purnima

Notes:
Problem:

● Transition from fossil fuels to renewable energy

● Eg in India, in east india, there are traditional coal mines - nearly 100 years old - which cause problems for people's livelihoods and displacement from the area.

● Have been shifting to open cast coal mining

● Are also large thermal power plants, which generate huge emissions, way above specified norms

● Malaysia uses lots of fossil fuels as well

● There is a problem with governments pushing for investment in hydro dams, but these are not a sustainable solution - eg. This is a problem in the Mekong Delta

 

Answers:

● Government need to invest in more sectors and community based solutions. Need solutions that benefit communities both socially

● Less investment in private sector

● Knowledge sharing between countries,

● Need to invest in new solutions, not one track ideas (such as hydro)

● Need penalties for not investing in community solutions

Political moments

● A-P climate week
● CBD conference

Offline targets/platform
●  Community

Online
● twitter/facebook, media
● Online press conferences 
● Opinion pieces
● Webinars 







Group 5: North America
Facilitator: 
Notetaker: 
Presenter: Vicky

Notes:
●  Issues of translation - hard in a constrained timeframe
●  You cant use too many social media platforms if you dont have capacity
● Stay on message in a 24 hour news cycle
●  
●  
●  
●  
●  
●  
●  
●  
●  



Group 4: EU
Facilitator: 
Notetaker: 
Presenter: Rike

Notes:
●  Youth organisation at COP
● Target audiences: German government level; youth followers; 
●  COP26 - youth
●  
●  
●  
●  
●  
●  
●  
●  
●  





Report back and feedback (15 minutes)

● We will share the results of your jamboard

● Presenters can speak and share key highlights of your draft 
communications plan around your political moment or campaign 
(2 minutes each)

● If time permits, we will provide feedback and recommendations



Conclusion & Next Steps

● Follow-up email will be sent with slide deck, materials, jam board and 
contacts of your groupmates so you can further work on your plan

● Share any progress on fine-tuned plans to the CAN Comms Call

● Please fill out this evaluation form: https://forms.gle/nLsQKDs3FDQN8j7r8

https://forms.gle/nLsQKDs3FDQN8j7r8


Thank you!
CAN International, Bread for the World and 

World Future Council

Translation made available by CANLA and 
Christian Aid

https://www.facebook.com/CANInternational@CANIntl @can.international Climate Action Network

climatenetwork.org


